BrioQuery Users Group

BrioQuery should be installed on Business Office machines and user’s outside the Business Office with Jason Kroon’s approval.

Information

BrioQuery (local client) has been installed on the following machines:

- Elizabeth Oliver
- Mary Jarvie
- Dawn Allen
- Bridget Gillich
- Jason Kroon
- Kendra Mulligan (Jason Kroon’s approval)
- Joe Laurito – Should be installed on his machine when he has a hardware refresh. His current system is 32-bit and this client is only for 64-bit
- Gabe Johnson– Should be installed on his machine when he has a hardware refresh. His current system is 32-bit and this client is only for 64-bit
- Elaine Vivero
- Dolores Grillo
- Rebekah Melville
- Michele Carpenter
- Amy Caspole (Jason Kroon’s approval)
- Vani Nadarajah
- Michelle Pavlik
- Kavitha Bindra (approved by Jason Kroon 9/16/15)
- Joanne Legler (approved by Jason Kroon 9/16/15)
- Shannan Foley
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